
ORNOS INDUSTRIALES PUJOL
Safeglass

From the launching of glass wash-
basins and thermoformed glass products,
the idea of possible breakages has always been
the object of considerable criticism. This is
why security systems have been a priority in
the most recent investments of Hornos
Industriales Pujol.

Safeglass is a patented system for fusing and
thermoformed security, with easy appli-cation
and low cost by unit, with applications in mar-
kets such as glass washbasins, glass 

The three companies
present in the P.V.S. Group
- Hornos Industriales Pujol,
Vidriarte and Sebino Arte,
present, in this article, just
a few of the innovations
and developments that have
taken place since the last edition of
Vitrum, in 2003. All three companies
will attend this year’s exhibition,
bringing with them improvements,
both in terms of production, as well as
for safety, for the market sector the
group is dedicated to – that of
coloured glass – for industrial and
artistic applications.
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fusing doors, fusing mir-
rors, etc. In addition,
Safeglass gives the possi-
bility of increasing mar-
ket share with the en-
trance into markets
regarding fusing screens.

Safeglass stops the
glass from falling in the case of a breakage,
thus ensuring complete safety.

Safeglass is available in eight different
colours, as well as transparent.

Tempering washbasin kilns
Hornos manufactures kilns designed and per-

formante to temper textured or transparent
washbasins in almost any kind of shapes with a
maximum dimension of 1500 millimetres x 800
millimetres. These kilns permit a charge of one
washbasin every 15 minutes, depending on the
thickness of the glass.  

Tunnel kiln for fusing and thermoformed glass
products

Hornos Industriales Pujol’s “ultimate” tunnel
kiln for fusing and thermoformed glass products
has acquired considerable importance and pro-
ductive and technical success since its intro-
duction at Vitrum 2003, also enabling the indus-
trialization of the manufacturing process of
standard pieces for fusing.

This continuous, flexible, and high profi-
tability installation allows to obtain cold-to-cold
boiling cycles in three hours, thus reducing elec-
trical consumption compared to traditional stat-
ic kilns, while increasing productivity at indus-
trial level.

Laser kiln 12x12 for textured sinks
Hornos Industriales Pujol’s 12x12 laser kilns

for textured washbasins have been designed in
order to meet specific market need keeping the
falling of textured washbasins under control.
Thanks to this control, the washbasins reach the
required depth repetitively and systematically,
thus avoiding unnecessary time needed working

with set bars, carrying out a great num-
ber of tests whenever a prototype of
special dimensions is made, or rising a
second washbasin, trying to minimize
the differences of falling.

Automatic Jumbo Kiln
This completely automatic installa-

tion, with remote control and 24 hours-
a-day continuous work, allows to pro-

duce curved glasses up to 4.5 x 3.5 metres, in
reduced space compared to other similar instal-
lations.

Further production
Hornos Industriales Pujol also manufactures

traditional kilns such as the V2, V2/Vag and
Talgo, for totally transparent complete sinks.
These kilns have the capability of making
numerous shapes such as round, oval, squared,
triangular, as well as all standards shapes, with-
out buying a new kiln to obtain each shape.
They also have the possibility of annealing the
piece in the same kiln and in the same process,
while fusing can also be carried out simply by
adding an extra wagon.

VIDRIARTE
Vidriarte welcomes customers and friends to

its 25th Anniversary working with, and for, the
decorative glass sector. These 25 years at the
service of customers are the guarantee of a
well-specialized and competitive company in
glass decoration and the know-how of coloured
glass techniques.

Vidriarte, the manufacturer of Flosing Glass,
has developed, together with the P.V.S. Group, a
distribution service network to offer a personal-
ized service to its clients and potential customers.

A tunnel kiln 
from Hornos

Kiln MOD. 260x121
for washbasins
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Nine years working together, and four since

their first exhibition together at Vitrum 2001,
Vidriarte, Hornos Pujol and Sebino Arte, as
components of the P.V.S. International Fusing
Group, are in the position of introducing new
innovations that will adapt to the real demands
of its customers.

This year will be the third edition of Vitrum
that the P.V.S. International Fusing Group will
attend together, with special emphasis and
effort in introducing new products to their cus-
tomers within the decorative glass market and
fusing sector.

As Araceli Hernández, Commercial Director
at Vidriarte S.L., comments, “Distributors are one
of the main pillars of our strategy and work, as
they are the ones that have the final contact with
the customer. As part of our ongoing strategy,
P.V.S. works looking towards the final customer
by giving all know-how, technical support and
post-sales service to its distributors around the
world.

Distributors come periodically to our compa-
nies to acquire know-how regarding the new
techniques and products we are introducing to the
market and, in this way, are able to offer cus-
tomers the most updated and innovative pro-
ducts”. Vidriarte, S.L., Hornos Pujol and Sebino

Arte give special importance to their customers’
requirements so they offer the most advanced
products covering market needs and demands in
every specific moment. 

As we can see in this case, P.V.S. 
distributors grow as P.V.S. International Fusing
Group does. Our Greek distributor, Georgia
Apostolopoulou Stained Glass & Fusing, has
renewed its warehouse to increase its stock and
show us the importance P.V.S. products have in
its business. 

General overview 
of the new premises

at Georgia
Apostolopoulou

Washbasin
and mirror in
decorative
glass from
Vidriarte
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The company has a large, new space to 
stock moulds, Flosing Glass and frits and 
kilns, with an important section for finished
products, reminding customers of the possibili-
ties of working with Flosing Glass for 
fusing compatible with float glass, fusing kilns
and accessories.

Our aim is to cover the entire European mar-
ket through our P.V.S. distributor network to
offer the best service and technical assistance to
our customers. Our next step will be looking for
new distributors for the “new entry” countries
to the European Union.

This year, in Vidriarte, we are increasing
our effort to offer the market and clients inno-
vative products within the glass sector, expand-
ing our range of Flosing Glass products for
fusing float compatible.

Basic demands for the fusing float compati-
ble sector have already been satisfied and now it
is time for the next step. New products that will
adapt to our most demanding customers will be
introduced at Vitrum 2005. The commitment for
this variety of references, Flosing Glass types
and textures will allow customers to personalize
their designs, continues Araceli Hernández.”

Flosing Marble
Flosing Marble is a new product mainly indi-

cated to produce glass washbasins and mirrors
with marble effect. Flosing Marble is available
in three different marble effects: Red Alicante,
Botticino and Nature.

GEORGIA APOSTOLOPOULOU

Georgia Apostolopoulou & Co O. E, in Peristeri, Athens, Greece, 
was the first distributor of the P.V.S. Group. The Greek company 
now has new premises and a new warehouse, that will further
contribute to the growth of the P.V.S. Group, who, in turn, warmly
thank Georgia Apostolopoulou and expresses satisfaction 
for the work carried out by this company.

Italy Sebino Arte

Norway GlassForum 

Greece Georgia Apostolopoulou Stained Glass & Fusing

France G.K. Techniques

Portugal Tons Pastel and Luso Glass

United Kingdom P.V.S. UK

Switzerland Sebino Arte

Spain Vidriarte, S.L. and Hornos Pujol

Calabria Raffaele Henninger

Emilia Romagna Vetro Art, Reggio Emilia

Lazio Stefano Parca – F.T. General Glass (City of Rome)

Liguria, Piedmont Sig. Sciutto

Lombardy Guerrier, Milan

Puglia Raffaele Henninger

Sardinia Vetro Piú, Cagliari

Sicily Raffaele Henninger

Tuscany Vetreria Chiti, Follonica

ITALIAN DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

Flosing Glass in
stock at Georgia
Apostolopoulou

Flosing Marble in its three
different marble effects

P.V.S. EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
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The new series of Flosing Glass
Vidriarte has developed new colours within

its range of veined, transparent, opaque and
Flosing Plaqué glass, as well as its new series of
Flosing Glass, such as:
• Flosing Dichroic glass compatible with all

Flosing products;
• Flosing Glass Series Prism: new products

that offer a full range of possibilities to work
all types of art-works. This range is com-
posed of 20 new references. It is available in
transparent as well as opaque and translucent
tonalities for the most exigent customers;

• A special series for the hobby sector, which
will be introduced at this year’s edition of
Vitrum;

• Flosing Low Temperature Grain in different
colours.

With its new finished installations, that will
enable the company to have 4,000 square meters
for stock and production of materials, Vidriarte is
at a stage where it is very important to be flexible
and versatile so as to fulfil its customers’
demands. With 25 years experience working with
decorative glass, it is very important to know
which are the tendencies and demands that the
market requires and that customers look for.

Reliability, best quality products and custom-
made post-sales service are the aims of a group
working for the fusing sector nationally and
internationally for many years.

As Araceli Hernández concludes “A business
policy strongly orientated to continuous
research and development of new technologies,
has allowed us to show and introduce a com-
plete line of products that can be adapted to
each and every customers’ requirements.
Innovation is the key to respond to our custo-
mers’ demands, always working to improve the
quality of our products.

Attention to our customers, service and per-
sonalized care is our way of working, giving
our technology and know-how to our custo-
mers’ service.

Our hope is that our Flosing Glass and frits
will help artists, artisans and mass-producers to
create works and projects with even greater
freedom in colours, size and thickness”.

SEBINO ARTE
Sebino Arte is proud to be part of the P.V.S.

group, and, in recent years, has manufactured a
range of products that includes hundreds of
moulds, bases and tools for the illumination sec-
tor, as well as know-how and after-sales services
in Europe, and, more
precisely, in Italy. 
At Vitrum, Sebino will
be presenting its innova-
tions in moulds, as well
as small dimensioned
machinery. At the fair,
the company will have
on show a vertical drill
for small- and medium-
sized glass sheets.
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Another example
of the use of

coloured glass in
bathroom

washbasins and
mirrors

A set of bases and wall lights
from Sebino Arte
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It will also be presenting new moulds in
response to the trends of the present market.

Further products on show will include 
articles in Plexiglass which are economic but
of interest for those who manufacture “real-
istic” objects.

Sebino Arte would like to thank its European
and Italian distributors for their loyal and
appreciated support and confirms its esteem for
their precious collaboration.

The growth of the group is due to the success
of its international distributors, other than to
technical innovation, know-how and
…, fundamental features of the three
companies of the group.

Trusting in the fu-
ture, Sebino Arte, as
the rest of the group,
will continue to in-
crease its efforts in
Research and Devel-
opment, with the final
aim of complete client
safisfaction.  ■

P.V.S. FUSING GROUP
PUJOL HORNOS 

INDUSTRIALES - VIDRIARTE
- SEBINO ARTE
www.pvsgroup.com

Hornos Industriales Pujol, S.A.
C. del Plà, nº 108-110 

Pol. Ind. El Plà, 08980 Sant Feliu de
Llobregat - Barcelona

Spain
Tel: +34 - 93 - 6855672
Fax: +34 - 93 - 6855392

E-mail: hipujol@hornospujol.com

VIDRIARTE
Autovía de Levante, 
Km. 53/Apdo. 336

03400 Villena - Alicante - España
Spain

Tel: +34 - 96 - 534-83-87
Fax: +34 - 96 - 580-82-79 

E-mail: info@vidriarte.com 

SEBINO ARTE
Via Kennedy, 24/B
24060 Villongo (BG)

Italy
Tel: +39 - 035 - 926301
Fax: +39 - 035 - 926302
E-mail: info@sebinoarte.it

Lamp bases for artistic glass

Examples of
moulds for

artistic glass
objects

Hand glass
cutting tools
from Sebino

Arte

Sebino’s
vertical drill
and base on
show at
Vitrum


